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Suffolk University/USA TODAY Poll: Congress Should Have a Role in Iran Deal
Democrats Say That Their Party Should Offer Strong Challengers to Hillary Clinton

April 14, 2015

Broadcast News

Local 5 News at 4:00
Local 5 News at 4 PM - WFRV-TV | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 13 hours ago)

...(kris) the race for 20-16 is wide open on both sides according to a usa today/suffolk university poll. with hillary clinton the only democrat officially...

Share:  

Local 5 News at 5:00
Local 5 News at 5 PM - WFRV-TV | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 12 hours ago)

...presidential race for 20-16 is wide en on both sides... according to a new usa today/suffolk university poll. with hillary clinton as the only democrat...

Share:  

Capital Download
Capital Download with Susan Page - WUSA-TV | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 22 hours ago)

...the day that changed america before there was a 9/11. >> and a new usa today suffolk university poll shows democrats say hillary clinton needs...
...morning - a new poll looks at where americans stand on the issue. the usa today/suffolk university poll found... 51% say it is no longer practical...

...already made up their mind on the issue. according to a poll by u-s-a today and suffolk university... 51 percent believe it's not practical for the...

...made up their minds there is no turning back in a nationwide u. s. a. today suffolk university poll those surveyed say fifty one to thirty five...

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

...become Bush without the Bush name,” said David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center, which surveys New Hampshire...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal - USA TODAY

Social Dashboard | 04/14/2015 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

Poll:如何在2016年成为新秀

Bulletin - Online | 04/14/2015 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...become Bush without the Bush name,” said David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center, which surveys New Hampshire...

---

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal - USA TODAY

Google News | 04/14/2015 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal

Montgomery Advertiser - Online | 04/14/2015 (1 week, 1 day ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

---

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

The Battle Creek Enquirer - Online | 04/14/2015 (1 week, 1 day ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal

Cincinnati Enquirer - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 23 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
The Fort Collins Coloradoan - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 22 hours ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Lansing State Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 21 hours ago)
...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
The Daily Times - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 21 hours ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Asheville Citizen-Times - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 21 hours ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Wausau Daily Herald - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 21 hours ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Great Falls Tribune Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 21 hours ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Port Huron Times Herald - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 21 hours ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Jackson Sun - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 20 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP field wide open, Dems want someone to challenge Clinton
WTOP-FM Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 20 hours ago)

WASHINGTON — A new USA Today/Suffolk University poll finds that the Republican primary race for...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
News Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 20 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
DefenseNews.com | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 20 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Army Times - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 20 hours ago)

...contestants begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Mansfield News-Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 20 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...
**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*Mansfield News-Journal - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 20 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*NWCN/NorthWest Cable News Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*Marion Star - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**
*The Reporter - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

---

**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**
*The Reporter - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**
*CourierPost Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...
Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
CourierPost Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran bill
WCSH-TV - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Central Florida Future - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Des Moines Register Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Central Florida Future - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Palladium-Item - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Palladium-Item - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Burlington Free Press - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal – USA TODAY
Contacto Latino | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 19 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
WBIR-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Marion Star - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
KENS-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Asbury Park Press - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
The Leaf-Chronicle - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
The Leaf-Chronicle - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Topix | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...News > Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
WFAA-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
The News Leader - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
KGW-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
The Indianapolis Star - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Observer & Eccentric Newspapers - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Observer & Eccentric Newspapers - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Rand Paul re-introduction meets media buzzsaw
Montgomery Advertiser - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...GOP Primary predictions | 04:39 Derek McGinty and Susan Page speak with Suffolk University's David Paleologos about New Hampshire’s GOP predictions...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
WZZM-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Port Huron Times Herald - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Rand Paul re-introduction meets media buzzsaw
The Daily Record - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)

...GOP Primary predictions | 04:39 Derek McGinty and Susan Page speak with Suffolk University's David Paleologos about New Hampshire’s GOP predictions...
Random Paul: N.H. suited for my message
The Daily Record - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 18 hours ago)
...GOP Primary predictions | 04:39 Derek McGinty and Susan Page speak with Suffolk University’s David Paleologos about New Hampshire’s GOP predictions...

Lib Dems’ Nick Clegg promises highest education spending of any party
BeautycribTV.com | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)
...someone to challenge Clinton wtop (Today) - WASHINGTON — A new USA Today/Suffolk University poll finds that the Republican primary race for...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Navy Times - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)
...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Guam Pacific Daily News - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)
...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
The Daily Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
The Daily Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)
...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
The Tennessean - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
WCSH-TV - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
WCSH-TV - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Detroit Free Press - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
News-Press Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
KTHV-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
NWCN/NorthWest Cable News Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
WHAS-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
DefenseNews.com | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Fremont News Messenger - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
KHOU-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
KHOU-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**  
*Des Moines Register Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 17 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**  
*Congoo News* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 16 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open, Democrats are 'jealous'**  
*WTSP-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 16 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**  
*WTSP-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 16 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**  
*WTSP-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 16 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

---

**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**  
*WXIA-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 16 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
UX Delaware | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 16 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Share: 

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
USA Today - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 16 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Share: 

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
The News Leader - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 16 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Share: 

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
KVUE-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Share: 

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
WJXX-TV - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Share: 

Bill for review of Iran deal advances in Senate
The Daily News Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Share: 

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Share:

---

Senate panel approves Iran legislation

Share:

---

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal

Share:

---

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal

Share:

---

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

Share:

---

How presidential-field rookie Marco Rubio might step up his game

Share:

---

Senate panel approves Iran legislation

Share:
Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

KVUE-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Share: 

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

WZZM-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Share: 

Senate panel approves Iran legislation

WZZM-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Share: 

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

WBIR-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Share: 

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal

Argus Leader - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Share: 

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

Wausau Daily Herald - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll
finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Senate panel approves Iran legislation**

*Wausau Daily Herald - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

**Senate panel approves Iran legislation**

*KGW-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

**Poll: Dems Want A Primary Challenger For Hillary**

*Daily Caller* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...Democratic voters could not name someone they would want to see their party run, a Suffolk University/USA TODAY national new poll shows. Massachusetts...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**

*Lansing State Journal - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**

*KENS-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Senate panel approves Iran legislation**

*WKYC-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...
Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Lansing State Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
WKYC-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Wisconsin Rapids Daily Tribune - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Wisconsin Rapids Daily Tribune - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Montgomery Advertiser - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 15 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
The Daily Record - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...
Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Alexandria Daily Town Talk - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Great Falls Tribune Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
The Daily Record - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Alexandria Daily Town Talk - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
The Daily Record - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
KSDK-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...
Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
_KSDK-TV Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
_Courier-Journal Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
_Courier-Journal Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
_Courier-Journal Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
_Tallahassee Democrat - Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
_The Daily Journal - Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
_KXTV-TV Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
_KXTV-TV Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
_KTVB-TV Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
_KTVB-TV Online_ | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...
**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*News Journal - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*Jackson Sun - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

**Senate panel approves Iran legislation**
*Jackson Sun - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*Detroit Free Press - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

**Senate panel approves Iran legislation**
*KHOU-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 14 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*Visalia Times-Delta - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Clarion-Ledger Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Des Moines Register Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Clarion-Ledger Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
The Times - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...
Senate panel approves Iran legislation

**Argus Leader - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)**

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

General Election 2015: Lib Dems pledge to protect education spending

**BeautycribTV.com | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)**

...someone to challenge Clinton wtop (Yesterday) - WASHINGTON — A new USA Today/Suffolk University poll finds that the Republican primary race for...

---

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

**Argus Leader - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)**

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

Senate panel approves Iran legislation

**KREM-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)**

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

**KREM-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)**

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

Poll: Many Democrats Want Hillary to Face Challenger

**NewsMax - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)**

...frontrunner Hillary Clinton. The good news, according to a new USA Today/Suffolk University Poll, is that she has no serious challenger for...
Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Mansfield News-Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
CourierPost Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 13 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring
WXIA-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 12 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there’s no consensus among Republicans...
Senate panel approves Iran legislation
WXIA-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 12 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
WXIA-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 12 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Chillicothe Gazette - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 12 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Chillicothe Gazette - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 12 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 12 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...
Senate panel approves Iran legislation
*The Leaf-Chronicle - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 12 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open, Democrats are 'jealous'**
*Poughkeepsie Journal - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 12 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*KING-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Senate panel approves Iran legislation**
*KING-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

**The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring**
*KING-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*The Baxter Bulletin - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring
WBIR-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
WBIR-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
The Times - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring
Marion Star - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Marion Star - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
WWL-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll
finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Reno Gazette-Journal - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Newark Advocate - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Livingston County Daily Press and Argus - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Livingston County Daily Press and Argus - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring
The News Leader - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
The News Leader - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...
The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring

The Indianapolis Star - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation

The Indianapolis Star - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

The Indianapolis Star - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress

USA Today - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

KUSA-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**  
*KUSA-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**  
*News-Herald - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**  
*Press & Sun-Bulletin - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**  
*Post-Crescent - Online| 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**  
*Herald Times Reporter - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Inside Bill de Blasio's treachery - POLITICO The 2016 Blast**  
*POLITICO - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...challengers to Hillary Clinton for the presidential nomination," according to a new Suffolk University/USA Today poll. http://goo.gl/vRm00m Contributions...
**Senate panel approves Iran legislation**
*News-Press Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

**The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring**
*News-Press Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*News-Press Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*KARE-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**
*KARE-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 11 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

---

**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*WFAA-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
**Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race**
*Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

**The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring**
*WFAA-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

**Senate panel votes unanimously to approve Iran bill**
*The Tennessean - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...Corker models right approach to Iran nuclear agreement A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

**Senate panel approves Iran legislation**
*WFAA-TV Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**
*Zanesville Times Recorder - Online* | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Hattiesburg American - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Hattiesburg American - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
WLBZ-TV Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online | 04/14/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
The Tennessean - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring
The Tennessean - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...
Senate panel approves Iran legislation

*The Tennessean - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

Senate panel approves Iran legislation

*Montgomery Advertiser - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring

*Montgomery Advertiser - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 10 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

---

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

*WMAZ-TV - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

Senate panel approves Iran legislation

*Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

...accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

Race to the right could run over GOP nominee: Our view

*WMAZ-TV - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...
Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race  
*UX Delaware* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

Senate panel approves Iran legislation  
*UX Delaware* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring  
*UX Delaware* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

---

Senate panel approves Iran legislation  
*WHAS-TV Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

---

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race  
*WHAS-TV Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

Race to the right could run over GOP nominee: Our view  
*USA Today - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...
Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
La Voz - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)
...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Fremont News Messenger - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)
...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Asbury Park Press - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)
...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring
Asbury Park Press - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)
...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

Senate panel approves Iran legislation
Asbury Park Press - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)
...them accountable, is transparent and is enforceable." A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll found overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
The Marshfield News-Herald - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)
...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
*The Marshfield News-Herald - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 9 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
*WUSA-TV Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 8 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
*WUSA-TV Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 8 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
*Sheboygan Press - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 8 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
*Sheboygan Press - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 8 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
*WCNC-TV Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 8 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...
The Washington Post - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 8 hours ago)

Among the other questions asked by Suffolk University/USA Today in a poll conducted last week was one...

SEE ALSO: Obama nuclear deal a tough sell to Iran's hard-liners
Washington Times - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 8 hours ago)

...at any cost." Congress is acting from a position of political strength. A Suffolk University/USA Today poll released Tuesday found that 72...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
Press & Sun-Bulletin - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 8 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
The Spectrum - Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 7 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring
KTHV-TV Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 7 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
KTHV-TV Online | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 7 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...
Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
*Cincinnati Enquirer - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 5 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

*NewsReality.com* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 5 hours ago)

by www.washingtonpost.com Among the other questions asked by Suffolk University/USA Today in a poll conducted last week was one...

---

Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal
*The Daily News Journal - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 4 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

---

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
*The Daily News Journal - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 4 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

---

Race to the right could run over GOP nominee: Our view
*Visalia Times-Delta - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 4 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

---

Poll: GOP contest wide open, Democrats are 'jealous'
*Cincinnati Enquirer - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 4 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**
*The Spectrum - Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 4 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

**Race to the right could run over GOP nominee: Our view**
*Des Moines Register Online* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 3 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

**Poll: More Republicans Oppose Jeb Bush than Support Him**
*BayouBuzz* | 04/15/2015 (6 days, 1 hour ago)

...as the Republican presidential nominee than those that do. According to a Suffolk University/ USA Today poll, Bush was the GOP contender that...

**Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal**
*KTVB-TV Online* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 23 hours ago)

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds Americans by nearly 4-1 say Congress...

**Congress should have say in deal**
*The Daily Iberian - Online* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 23 hours ago)

...hold up after President Obama leaves office. A poll conducted by USA Today/Suffolk University was reported this week to have found “overwhelming...

**Wednesday's Campaign Round-Up, 4.15.15**
*MSNBC Online* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 22 hours ago)

...wide open is the race for the Republican presidential nomination? A USA Today/Suffolk University Poll released yesterday found every candidate...
More Republicans oppose Jeb Bush than support him. But it's early.

*DailyMe* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 21 hours ago)

Among the other questions asked by *Suffolk University/USA Today* in a poll conducted last week[1] was...
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Senate's will prevails on Iran deal

*Orange County Register - Online* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 21 hours ago)

...signatory to any Iran nuclear deal, according to a poll this week by *USA Today* and *Suffolk University*. We understand that Mr. Obama would prefer to...
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More Republicans oppose Jeb Bush than support him. But it's early.

*Congoo News* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 21 hours ago)

April 15, 2015 Among the other questions asked by *Suffolk University/USA Today* in a poll conducted last week was one...
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Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race

*AZCentral.com* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 21 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide *USA TODAY/Suffolk University* Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
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Poll: Most support a congressional role on Iran deal

*AZCentral.com* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 21 hours ago)

...vote on handling an emerging nuclear deal with Iran, a nationwide *USA TODAY/Suffolk University* Poll finds overwhelming support for the idea that...
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HUFFPOST HILL - McCain Definitely Not Throwing Back Latest Thing To Land On His Lawn

*Social Dashboard* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 20 hours ago)

...be involved in the proposed nuclear agreement with Iran, according to a *new Suffolk University/USA Today* poll conducted April 8-13. The national...
100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Florida Today Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 19 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings - the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The Battle Creek Enquirer - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 19 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings - the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The News Leader - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 19 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings - the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Share: 

More Republicans oppose Jeb Bush than support him. But it's early.
msn | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 18 hours ago)

© Provided by Washington Post Among the other questions asked by Suffolk University/USA Today in a poll conducted last week was one...

Share: 

More Republicans oppose Jeb Bush than support him. But it's early.
The Washington Post - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 17 hours ago)

Among the other questions asked by Suffolk University/USA Today in a poll conducted last week was one...

Share: 

Poll: GOP contest wide open as Democrats wish for a race
Asheville Citizen-Times - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 16 hours ago)

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...

Share: 

Poll: More Republicans Oppose Jeb Bush than Support Him
FREE REPUBLIC | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 15 hours ago)

...as the Republican presidential nominee than those that do. According to a Suffolk University/USA Today poll, Bush was the GOP contender that...

Share: 

Neither Paul nor other Republican candidates in double digits, new survey finds
Courier-Journal Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 14 hours ago)

...presidential field remains without a front-runner, according to a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll. Paul, Kentucky's junior senator, announced...

Share: 

Inside Bill de Blasio's treachery
POLITICO - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 14 hours ago)

...challengers to Hillary Clinton for the presidential nomination,” according to a new Suffolk University/USA Today poll. http://goo.gl/vRm00m Contributions...

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The Leaf-Chronicle - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 14 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 14 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Newark Advocate - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 13 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

**Poll: More Republicans Oppose Jeb Bush than Support Him**

*Breitbart* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 13 hours ago)

...Bush as the Republican presidential nominee than those that do. According to a Suffolk University/USA Today poll, Bush was the GOP contender that...

**100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress**

*WCNC-TV Online* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 13 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

**100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress**

*Press & Sun-Bulletin - Online* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 13 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

**100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress**

*WKYC-TV Online* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 13 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

**100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress**

*Herald Times Reporter - Online* | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 13 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.
...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Cincinnati Enquirer - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 13 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
KARE-TV Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 12 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
KHOU-TV Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 12 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
WLBZ-TV Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 12 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Views You Can Use: Deal or No Deal?
U.S. News & World Report | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 12 hours ago)

...Iran] But the American people have a different view of things. According to a Suffolk University/USA Today poll, 72 percent of Americans across...
...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.
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...be involved in the proposed nuclear agreement with Iran, according to a new Suffolk University/USA Today poll conducted April 8-13. The national...

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Central Florida Future - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 11 hours ago)

...since 2006. Most Americans’ view of Congress hasn’t changed. The USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll showed 60% view the federal government working...

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
La Voz - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 11 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The Reporter - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 11 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
KVUE-TV Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 11 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Chillicothe Gazette - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The Daily Journal - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Wisconsin Rapids Daily Tribune - Online | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

Share: 

Exclusive: Trump Says Obama Shows 'Total Desperation' on Iran
The American Spectator - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days ago)

...deal with headlines about his rise in the polls. Like this one from Boston's Suffolk University that was headlined by Newsmax: Suffolk Univ.

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The Daily Times - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The Marshfield News-Herald - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

Share: 

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Sheboygan Press - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
KING-TV Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The Indianapolis Star - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
WBIR-TV Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
News-Herald - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
KENS-TV Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

Many challenges ahead for Republican candidates
...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

...contenders begin to officially announce their campaigns, a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds no pining for Mitt Romney among Republicans...
Post-Crescent - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.
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100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Port Huron Times Herald - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 10 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.
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100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
KTHV-TV Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 9 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.
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100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Clarion-Ledger Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 9 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.
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100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Montgomery Advertiser - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 9 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.
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100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
NWCN/NorthWest Cable News Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 9 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.
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Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.
Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

Joe Biden Hasn't Ruled Out Battling Hillary For Democrat Nomination
Western Journalism | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 8 hours ago)

...might walk away with the party's 2016 nomination. Results from a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week indicate that an overwhelming...

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The Fort Collins Coloradoan - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 8 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
WJXX-TV - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 8 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Palladium-Item - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 8 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 8 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval.

Many challenges ahead for Republican candidates
Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress

Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....
...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....
The News Leader - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 6 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....
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Our view: Race to the right could run over GOP nominee
Reno Gazette-Journal - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 6 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA Today/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...
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100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Iowa City Press-Citizen - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 6 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Share:

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
The Salinas Californian - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 6 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Share:

100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress
Wausau Daily Herald - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 6 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

Share:

Many challenges ahead for Republican candidates
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 4 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Share:
...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval."
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**100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress**

*The Tennessean - Online* | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 2 hours ago)

...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings
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**Many challenges ahead for Republican candidates**

*Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online* | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 2 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...
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**Our view: Race to the right could run over GOP nominee**

*Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online* | 04/16/2015 (5 days, 2 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA Today/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...
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**Other views: Race to the right could run over GOP nominee**

*Daily Advertiser - Online* | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 23 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...
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**Other views: Race to the right could run over GOP nominee**

*The Daily World - Online* | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 23 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...
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**100 days of Congress: Stumbles but signs of progress**
...Stalemates fueled partisanship and historically low ratings — the latest USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll released Monday gave the body an 11% approval....

**Many challenges ahead for Republican candidates**
*Des Moines Register Online* | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 22 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

**Cruz aide memo: Polls in N.H., S.C. going our way**
*Fresno Bee Online* | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 21 hours ago)

...twelve points in support. He has gone from just two percent support in a March Suffolk University poll to 14 percent today in the PPP study.” Public...

**Cruz aide memo: Polls in N.H., S.C. going our way**
*Tri-City Herald - Online* | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 21 hours ago)

...twelve points in support. He has gone from just two percent support in a March Suffolk University poll to 14 percent today in the PPP study.” Public...

**Cruz aide memo: Polls in N.H., S.C. going our way**
*Vida En El Valle - Online* | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 20 hours ago)

...twelve points in support. He has gone from just two percent support in a March Suffolk University poll to 14 percent today in the PPP study.” Public...

**Many challenges ahead for Republican candidates**
*The Reporter - Online* | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 16 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

---

**Cruz Campaign Touts Continued Strong Performance in Polls**
...at 14 percent, following Walker's 23 percent. This was an improvement over a Suffolk University poll conducted in New Hampshire in March, where...

Cruz aide memo: Polls in N.H., S.C. going our way
The Sun Herald - Online | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 12 hours ago)
...twelve points in support. He has gone from just two percent support in a March Suffolk University poll to 14 percent today in the PPP study.” Public...

Many challenges ahead for Republican candidates
The Marshfield News-Herald - Online | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 12 hours ago)
...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Our view: Race to the right could run over GOP nominee
The Marshfield News-Herald - Online | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 12 hours ago)
...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA Today/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Other views: Race to the right could run over GOP nominee
The Marshfield News-Herald - Online | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 12 hours ago)
...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Cruz aide memo: Polls in N.H., S.C. going our way
McClatchy Newspapers Online | 04/16/2015 (4 days, 10 hours ago)
...twelve points in support. He has gone from just two percent support in a March Suffolk University poll to 14 percent today in the PPP study.” Public...

Johnson: Iran vote a win for Corker, process
...and protect geopolitical order and America's national security. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll found 72 percent favored congressional input.

Other views: Race to the right could run over GOP nominee
Sheboygan Press - Online | 04/17/2015 (4 days, 1 hour ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Our view: Race to the right could run over GOP nominee
Sheboygan Press - Online | 04/17/2015 (4 days, 1 hour ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA Today/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Other views: Race to the right could run over GOP nominee
Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online | 04/17/2015 (3 days, 23 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

The Short List: Atlanta educators sentenced; Rita Wilson's cancer diagnosis; Chicago torture ring
KUSA-TV Online | 04/17/2015 (3 days, 22 hours ago)

...(Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio). A nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll finds there's no consensus among Republicans...

Greg Johnson: Iran vote is a win for Corker, the voters
The Knoxville News-Sentinel - Online | 04/17/2015 (3 days, 20 hours ago)

...and protect geopolitical order and America’s national security. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll found 72 percent favored congressional input.

Rick Perry Makes the Play To Be the Most Experienced Candidate Running in 2016
...Perry remains in the bottom tier of candidates that voters are considering. A Suffolk University poll showed he was far below where he once stood...

BINGHAMTON, N Y - Visitors to a new "Twilight Zone" exhibit opening in the creator's hometown will enter a dimension not only of sight and sound but of mind -- and they'll get to handle some of the original props from the television series An extensiv...
Election 2016: Republican Presidential Contenders Strive To Shine At New Hampshire Summit

*International Business Times* | 04/18/2015 (2 days, 17 hours ago)

...Republican political field is still considered to be anybody's race. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week found that there were...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage

*USA Today - Online* | 04/18/2015 (2 days, 16 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress

*USA Today - Online* | 04/18/2015 (2 days, 16 hours ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Race to the right could run over GOP nominee: Our view

*The Daily Times - Online* | 04/18/2015 (2 days, 15 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Race to the right could run over GOP nominee

*The Marshfield News-Herald - Online* | 04/18/2015 (2 days, 14 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Paleologos on the poll: Gay marriage

*USA Today - Online* | 04/18/2015 (2 days, 13 hours ago)

...opposed or strongly opposed it. And 14% were undecided. On the surface of the Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll, both sides illustrate the familiar...
Race to the right could run over GOP nominee
Hattiesburg American - Online | 04/18/2015 (2 days, 12 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

New poll: Hillary Clinton needs Democratic challengers
USA Today - Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 5 hours ago)

Derek McGinty speaks with Suffolk University's David Paleologos, who reveals a new poll that...

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
The Times - Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
The Times - Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Florida Today Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share: 💌 ✡️ 🌐 🌐

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
Florida Today Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Share: 💌 ✡️ 🌐 🌐

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
The News Leader - Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Share: 💌 ✡️ 🌐 🌐

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
The News Leader - Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share: 💌 ✡️ 🌐 🌐

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
The Battle Creek Enquirer - Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share: 💌 ✡️ 🌐 🌐

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
The Battle Creek Enquirer - Online | 04/19/2015 (2 days, 1 hour ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Share: 💌 ✡️ 🌐 🌐

Paleologos on the poll
**USA Today - Online** | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 21 hours ago)

...opposed or strongly opposed it. And 14% were undecided. On the surface of the Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll, both sides illustrate the familiar...

**New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress**
**Springfield News-Leader - Online** | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 20 hours ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

**Poll: No turning back on gay marriage**
**Springfield News-Leader - Online** | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 20 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

**Poll: No turning back on gay marriage**
**Mansfield News-Journal - Online** | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 19 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

**Poll: No turning back on gay marriage**
**Observer & Eccentric Newspapers - Online** | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 19 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

**Poll: No turning back on gay marriage**
**NWCN/NorthWest Cable News Online** | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 19 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...
Poll: No turning back on gay marriage

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...
...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...
WCNC-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 16 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Race to the right could run over GOP nominee
Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 16 hours ago)

...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
KING-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 16 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
KHOU-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 16 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
KSDK-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 16 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Clarion-Ledger Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 15 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Race to the right could run over GOP nominee
...Republicans are looking at a diverse and competitive field. A new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll shows none of the GOP hopefuls reaching even...

Share:

USA TODAY Butterfly budget for Monday, April 20
Sheboygan Press - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 15 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed by 51%-35% say it's no longer...

Share:

Paleologos on the poll: Gay marriage
Guam Pacific Daily News - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 15 hours ago)

...the U.S. Supreme Court. / Andrew Harnik, AP by David Paleologos, Director, Suffolk University Political Research Center Filed Under When...

Share:

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
The Daily Journal - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 15 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share:

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
DefenseNews.com | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 15 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share:

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Newark Advocate - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 15 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share:

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...
Alexandria Daily Town Talk - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 14 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share: 

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
Fremont News Messenger - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 14 hours ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Share: 

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
KGW-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 14 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share: 

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
The Daily Times - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 14 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share: 

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
The News-Star - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 14 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share: 

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Central Florida Future - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 14 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share: 

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
News-Herald - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 14 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share:

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
News-Herald - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 14 hours ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Share:

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
WUSA-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 14 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share:

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
KREM-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 13 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share:

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
The Indianapolis Star - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 13 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share:

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Great Falls Tribune Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 13 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Share:

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...
Poll: No turning back on gay marriage

WFAA-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 11 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage

Courier-Journal Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 11 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage

WBIR-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 11 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage

The Daily Record - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 11 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage

The Leaf-Chronicle - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 11 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage

Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 11 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 11 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
The Fort Collins Coloradoan - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 10 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
WHAS-TV Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 10 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
The Tennessean - Online | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 10 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Army Times - Online | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 10 hours ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

New Polls Show Majority Support for Marriage, Legal Protections
...orientation. USA Today reports on the marriage poll: In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it’s... 

Paleologos on the poll: Gay marriage
Sheboygan Press - Online | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 9 hours ago)

David Paleologos, Director, Suffolk University Political Research Center 3:56 p.m. CDT April...

Paleologos on the poll: Gay marriage
CentralOhio.com | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 9 hours ago)

...opposed or strongly opposed it. And 14% were undecided. On the surface of the Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll, both sides illustrate the familiar...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Asbury Park Press - Online | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 8 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
News-Press Online | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 7 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Statesman Journal - Online | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 6 hours ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 5 hours ago)
...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

---

**Majority of Americans back same-sex marriage, say it's inevitable nationwide**

*Week - Online* | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 4 hours ago)

...potentially recognize a constitutional right to same-sex marriage. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Sunday found that a bare majority...

---

**USA TODAY/Suffolk Poll: No GOP 2016 front-runner**

*Louilink* | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 3 hours ago)

...presidential field remains without a front-runner, according to a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll. Paul, Kentucky's junior senator, announced...

---

**New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress**

*The Daily Record - Online* | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 3 hours ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

---

**PLAYBOOK INTERVIEW: David Brooks on D.C. career strategy coffees -- POLITICO announces goal to triple size of company; launches in Europe at 6 p.m. ET – B'DAY: Carol Lee, Evan Smith, Colin Reed**

*POLITICO - Online* | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 1 hour ago)

...longer practical for court to ban unions," by Susan Page: "In ... USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, ... 51%-35% [say] that it's no longer practical...

---

**USA TODAY Butterfly budget for Monday, April 20**

*The Reporter - Online* | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 1 hour ago)

...have made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed by 51%-35% say it's no longer...

---

**New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress**
...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

Marriage Equality Round-Up - April 20th
Gayopolis | 04/20/2015 (22 hours, 51 minutes ago)
...before the U.S. Supreme Court. full story USA: In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Congress may be getting 'healthier,' new study finds
Yahoo! News | 04/20/2015 (22 hours, 30 minutes ago)
...approving of the job that Congress is doing, according to an April poll by Suffolk University/USA Today. “Nonetheless, there are signs...

Paleologos on the poll: Gay marriage
WCNC-TV Online | 04/20/2015 (20 hours, 36 minutes ago)
...http://usat.ly/1yIT6DW Paleologos on the poll: Gay marriage David Paleologos, Director, Suffolk University Political Research Center 4:56 p.m. EDT April...

Political Strategy Notes
Democratic Strategist | 04/20/2015 (19 hours, 43 minutes ago)
...Newsletter. Susan Page reports at USA Today that "In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Congress may be getting 'healthier,' new study finds
Christian Science Monitor - Online | 04/20/2015 (18 hours, 55 minutes ago)
...approving of the job that Congress is doing, according to an April poll by Suffolk University/USA Today. “Nonetheless, there are signs that...

New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress
...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A *Suffolk University/USA TODAY* poll taken this month found Congress...

---

**Poll: No turning back on gay marriage**

*Herald Times Reporter - Online* | 04/20/2015 (18 hours, 8 minutes ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide *USA TODAY/Suffolk University* Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

---

**Poll: No turning back on gay marriage**

*Chillicothe Gazette - Online* | 04/20/2015 (16 hours, 37 minutes ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide *USA TODAY/Suffolk University* Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

---

**Annals of Bad Polling**

*National Review - Online* | 04/20/2015 (15 hours, 25 minutes ago)

Susan Page writes in USA Today: “In a nationwide *USA TODAY/Suffolk University* Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

---

**Congress may be getting 'healthier,' new study finds**

*msn* | 04/20/2015 (15 hours, 17 minutes ago)

...approving of the job that Congress is doing, according to an April poll by *Suffolk University/USA Today*. “Nonetheless, there are signs that...

---

**New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress**

*Sheboygan Press - Online* | 04/20/2015 (15 hours, 4 minutes ago)

...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A *Suffolk University/USA TODAY* poll taken this month found Congress...

---

**New study suggests a 'healthier' Congress**
...of cooperation and more work days, the public doesn't seem impressed yet. A Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll taken this month found Congress...

**Poll: No turning back on gay marriage**

**WMAZ-TV - Online** | 04/20/2015 (14 hours, 43 minutes ago)

...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

**Congress may be getting 'healthier,' new study finds**

**Yahoo ! News (UK)** | 04/20/2015 (14 hours, 14 minutes ago)

...approving of the job that Congress is doing, according to an April poll by Suffolk University/USA Today. “Nonetheless, there are signs that...

**Nationwide Marriage Equality Inevitable -- and Welcome**

**gay.com Daily** | 04/20/2015 (13 hours, 49 minutes ago)

...believe nationwide marriage equality is inevitable, according to a new USA Today/Suffolk University poll. Fifty-one percent of respondents to the...

**POLL: Nationwide Marriage Equality Inevitable -- and Welcome**

**gay.com Daily** | 04/20/2015 (13 hours, 48 minutes ago)

...believe nationwide marriage equality is inevitable, according to a new USA Today/Suffolk University poll. Fifty-one percent of respondents to the...

**Poll: No turning back on gay marriage**

**Zanesville Times Recorder - Online** | 04/20/2015 (11 hours, 36 minutes ago)

...made up their minds: There’s no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

**Poll: No turning back on gay marriage**
...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Poll: No turning back on gay marriage
Stevens Point Journal - Online | 04/21/2015 (8 hours, 6 minutes ago)
...made up their minds: There's no turning back. In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

POLL: Nationwide Marriage Equality Inevitable -- and Welcome
Regator | 04/21/2015 (5 hours, 58 minutes ago)
...NRO: The Corner Susan Page writes in USA Today: “In a nationwide USA TODAY/ Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

Republican Candidates Say They'd Attend Marriages They Oppose
The Atlantic - Online | 04/21/2015 (4 hours, 38 minutes ago)
...most of them simply don't see the point in that being illegal. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Monday finds that a majority of...

Paleologos on the poll: Gay marriage
Poughkeepsie Journal - Online | 04/21/2015 (2 hours, 14 minutes ago)
...http://usat.ly/1yIT6DW Paleologos on the poll: Gay marriage David Paleologos, Director, Suffolk University Political Research Center 4:56 p.m. EDT April...

POLL: Nationwide Marriage Equality Inevitable -- and Welcome
eWallstreeter | 04/21/2015 (2 hours, 6 minutes ago)
...and Entertainment April 20, 2015 - 4:29pm Respondents to a new USA Today/Suffolk University poll say there's no point in the Supreme Court...

Republican Candidates Say They'd Attend Marriages They Oppose
...most of them simply don't see the point in that being illegal. A USA Today/Suffolk University poll released Monday finds that a majority of...

USA Today/Suffolk University Poll on Gay Marriage Reveals a Predicament for GOP Candidates -- The Atlantic

Caught between the GOP base and shifting public opinion, three candidates who...

Blog

Americans Want Congress To Have A Say On Iran Deal
A posting from: Janie Velencia on Huffington Post | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 21 hours ago)

...be involved in the proposed nuclear agreement with Iran, according to a new Suffolk University/USA Today poll conducted April 8-13. The national...

HUFFPOST HILL - McCain Definitely Not Throwing Back Latest Thing To Land On His Lawn
A posting from: Eliot Nelson on Huffington Post | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 21 hours ago)

...be involved in the proposed nuclear agreement with Iran, according to a new Suffolk University/USA Today poll conducted April 8-13. The national...

Joe Biden Hasn't Ruled Out Battling Hillary For Democrat Nomination
A posting from: B. Christopher Agee on Western Journalism.com | 04/15/2015 (5 days, 17 hours ago)
...might walk away with the party's 2016 nomination. Results from a USA Today/Suffolk University poll released this week indicate that an overwhelming...

**Majority Of Americans: It's Not Practical For SCOTUS To Ban Same-Sex Marriage**  
A posting from: Randy Slovacek on Randy Report | 04/19/2015 (1 day, 16 hours ago)

Susan Page writes for USA Today: In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35% that it's...

**Marriage Equality Round-Up – April 20th**  
A posting from: scott on Gay Marriage Watch | 04/20/2015 (1 day, 1 hour ago)

...stands before the U.S. Supreme Court. full story USA: In a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 51%-35 percent that it's...

**USA TODAY / Suffolk University poll finds Americans expect marriage equality for all**  
A posting from: BosGuy Blog on BosGuy | 04/20/2015 (22 hours, 36 minutes ago)

...consensus is that there's no turning back according to a nationwide USA TODAY / Suffolk University Poll that was published this past weekend. Those...

**Florida Senate panel postpones vote on gay adoption ban**  
A posting from: Mitch Perry on Saint Petersblog | 04/20/2015 (14 hours, 44 minutes ago)

...arguments in a landmark case on gay marriage. But in a nationwide USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, those surveyed say by 5 percent-35 percent...

**Top Comments - Rumblings and Ramblings**  
A posting from: N/A on Daily Kos | 04/20/2015 (12 hours, 30 minutes ago)

A USA Today article today by Susan Page says that a USAToday/Suffolk University poll notes that a 51-35% majority says it is no...